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As mentioned on T-bone's SW Universe this thread is to discuss the fan DVD 'Thee
Backslacpkping With Media'.

Website: http://www.noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html

What is it?

Too be upfront, it's several things. The most apparent is that it is a lot of Star Wars media,
edited, cut-up and recompiled into chapters which follow certain themes and memes. Imagine
if you were able to search through all the media (news reports, fan movies, etc.) and have
the results be a program designed to fit your search parameters. [for instance, you're trying
to learn wookiee so you might just want to watch a whole chapter dedicated to Wookiees
growling.] In this case, the DVD has 48 chapters (each following a different aspect of Star
Wars fandom) which resulted from over 700 sources, about 40+ hours of media which was
recorded from two months before to two months after the release of Revenge of the Sith.

And now it's time for our first warning. Please don't consider watching the whole DVD in one
sitting, it's just not practical. Although the media has been condensed into just under 3 1/2
hours, it's best if you want to watch this DVD, preview a chapter or two from the FAQ, then
determine if this DVD is of interest to you.

The chapters can be watched from the FAQ here:
http://www.noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html#DVDChapter

If you do want to watch everything, take your time, watch a chapter a week for the next year
and you'll be ready for the 5th anniversary of Revenge of the Sith.

Individual chapters can be viewed from the website, but the whole DVD can also be
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downloaded.
http://www.noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html#WatchOnline
Downloading options are in this section. The DVD has extra features, like audio commentary,
additional subtitles and other bonus features.

The website/FAQ (frequently asked questions) covers other topics which you might want
answered. If you don't see something, feel free to ask or post in this thread.
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Watch this DVD or I shoot this Ackley.
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